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1 Introduction

One of the mayor trends within the area of digital telecommunications in the past two decades

is the rapid spreading of wireless technologies. From the startup of first commercial cellular tele-

phony networks we have witnessed that mobile technology overtook wired telephone networks

in terms of number of subscribers and carried voice traffic. Meanwhile standadisation and mo-

bile extension of networking solutions worked toward providing high-speed wireless access to

customers over public cellular networks. Today – dependingon circumstances and network

deployment – customers of 3G mobile operators may enjoy moreor less the same services with

their portable devices as they can use with fixed access. Moreover, the available transmission rate

is in the order of Mbps, hence comparable to that of wired access. Mobile industry is pushing

toward the standardisation of radio technology, that allows the flexible use of higher bandwidth

allowing the customer to achieve the rate of tens of Mbps (this is the Long Term Evolution – LTE

radio interface).

As the new radio interfaces allow higher bitrates thus the use of multimedia communications,

the traditional Erlang loss model (that is sufficient for capacity planning when the number of

channels is the question given that a connection uses one channel during its lifetime) is no more

adequate. This is because of multiple reasons: multimedia connections generate bursty traffic, or

constant bitstream with variable rate, moreover the packedswitched radio interfaces cannot be

easily charachterised by number of channels or explicitly given transmission capacity. However,

the basic idea behind the loss model can be used, but with new modeling assumptions, that handle

the variable nature of customer traffic and other customer behavior.

In practice, performance models are needed for radio network dimensioning and capacity

planning purposes. Considering that a country-wide cellular network consists of thousands of

radio cells, these methods should be fast (even at the cost ofaccuracy). Thus for rough capacity

dimensioning purposes detailed packet level models or in depth network simulators are not effi-

cient solutions. The first group of theses shown in the dissertation focuses on the elaboration of

a detailed analytical model, that captures the main characteristics of mobile customers with mul-

timedia connections. The performance parameters are obtained by solving the resultant system

with a fast recursive method. During the development of the model, one important customer de-

scribing time variable, theresidual session durationwas introduced. The second group of theses

reveals how to calculate the distribution of this time. The third group of theses concentrates on

the issue of average available useful capacity in a 3G network. Due to the interference limited
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nature of the applied WCDMA (Wideband Code Division Multiple Access) access in 3G, cover-

age, capacity and carried traffic is coupled, hence the totalavailable transmission rate over a cell

is not straightforward. Calculation methods are shown, that allows the determination of average

capacity of 3G cellular networks with or without HSDPA deployed.

2 Research objectives

One of the main objectives of the presented research was to develop an analytical model to

examine cellular network performance. The goal was to incorporate into the model several novel

ideas, taking user mobility into account, advanced traffic model that allows the description of

bursty multimedia or data connections. In order to obtain a general but arbitrarily precise de-

scription, I used phase type distributions to model customer behavior: session duration and cell

residence time. However it was a must to find a fast solution tothe resultant queueing system, be-

cause in case of realistic modelling parameters this has huge state space. These objectives were

achieved and resulted in a fast yet sufficiently accurate performance modelling method. The

other objective was to efficiently characterise the capability of current 3G networks. Capacity

models shown in the literature generally lack the handling of multiple radio bearer types, mul-

tipath propagation, user spatial distribution, UMTS-HSDPA coexistence and accurate intra-cell

interference. Therefore the main goal was to incorporate these issues into the resulting capacity

model. The resultant method can be used for rough capacity dimensioning purposes. The pri-

mary motivation of elaborating this method was a research cooperation with one of the hungarian

mobile operators.

3 Research methodology

The main research focus was on performing analytical investigations. The first group of

theses use queueing theory methods to develop a mathematical model and solve it recursively.

The calculations itself are implemented in C++ and Matlab independently. However, as the

method shown is of approximate nature, a standalone event-driven simulator was also developed

in C++ to examine the accuracy of the analytical model. The calculation of the residual session

length is based on probability theory considerations. As itis, this does not require the use of

computer simulation, as the equations (hence the whole calculation method) can be reviewed and

checked independently. However, for demonstrative purposes a standalone software was written
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in Matlab that simulates customer movement and customer sessions, collecting statistics on the

residual connection duration. The capacity evaluation of 3G networks is based on well-known

SINR equations and required some probability theory considerations. To prove the viability

of the concepts, snapshot simulator was implemented in Matlab (network behavior is analysed

through statistics collected from large number of independent snapshots of system operations).

The numerical calculations for the last two topics were implemented in Matlab, while one graph-

theoretical algorithm required for the residual session length distribution was implemented in

C.

4 New scientific results

4.1 Result group 1: Analytical modelling framework of broadband cellu-

lar networks with multi-rate traffic sources [J1][J2][J4][ C4][C5]

The first group of scientific results contain the descriptionof a general modelling frame-

work that enables the fast yet accurate session-level performance analysis of broadband cellular

networks.

Result 1.1

I have developed a general connection level stochastic modelling framework of a radio cell

of broadband wireless networks. The model has the followingnovel capabilities:

• it incorporates arbitrary connection duration distributions,

• it describes user mobility with arbitrary dwell times

• it models the variability and burstiness of user generated traffic

• it describes immediate rejection and service rate reduction admission policies.

The channel holding time is modelled by a phase type distribution, which is proven to have

descriptors according to

t(N,k) = d(R,k)
⊗ l(R,k) T (N,k) = D(R,k)

⊕ L(k), (1)
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whered(R,k), D(R,k) are the descriptors of typek customers’ residual dwell time andl(R,k), L(k)

are the descriptors of the session duration distribution. The service process of the system is

proven to have phase type service time distribution with descriptors

s(N,k) = t(N,k) ⊗ q(k) S(N,k) = T (N,k)
⊕Q(k), (2)

whereQ(k) is the infinitesimal generator of the Markov chain that describes generated bitrate

pattern of a typek session. The service process of the model is such that enables phase depen-

dent capacity allocation for a customer under servie.⋄

The model developed concentrates on the performance of a single radio cell, described by its

capacity provided on the radio interface. The model presented enables the description of mul-

tiple customer types, that may be different in terms of theirmobility, connection lifetimes or

generated traffic patterns. The incoming flow of handover andnewly initiated connections is

supposed to follow two Poisson processes, at session level that is still adequate proposition (e.g.

[17][5]). Users are characterised by four random time variables

• Session length (or connection duration): random amount of time a communication session

is alive, denoted byτkL for a typek customer.

• Residual session length: the time that elapses from the instant of a handover to the exam-

ined cell, until the end of the session, regardless the session termination happens in the cell

or somewhere else. This is denoted byτkL,R.

• Dwell time: the random time a customer spends under the coverage of the radio cell,

regardless its communication. (τkD)

• Residual dwell time: the time that elapses from the instant of initiating a communication

session within the cell, until the customer leaves the coverage of the cell, regardless it is

still transmitting or not. (τkD,R)

The channel holding time describes how long the customer actively occupies radio resource in

the cell (denoted byτkCH). That is determined from the previous times asτk,NCH = min(τkD,R, τ
k
L)

for sessions that are initiated within the cell (hence the superscript N, denoting new connection)

and τk,HCH = min(τkD, τ
k
L,R) for customers that arrive to the cell while actively communicating

(handover, hence the notion H).
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Figure 1: Example of traffic describing Markov chain

In the dissertation the four descriptive random times are supposed to follow different phase-

type distributions [16], that is the session holding time oftypek new connections is phase type

distributed with parametersl(k),L(k), the residual session length of handover connections is de-

scribed by PH(l(R,k),L(R,k)). The dwell time of handover connections and the residual dwell

time of new sessions have phase type distributions PH(d(k),D(k)) and PH(d(R,k),D(R,k)) respec-

tively. The notionPH(t,T ) refers to a phase type distribution with initial probability vectort

and rate matrixT , that has the pdf and cdf as:

F (x) = 1− teTxh, f(x) = teTxT 0. (3)

.

Using PH, or special subset of PH distributions as models of descriptive times in mobile

systems is not uncommon in the literature [7][23][10][1]. It is proven in the dissertation that

the channel holding time also has phase type distribution with initial probability vector and rate

matrix given as:

t(N,k) = d(R,k)
⊗ l(R,k) T (N,k) = D(R,k)

⊕ L(k), (4)

where⊗ and⊕ denotes the Kronecker product and Kronecker sum of two matrices.

The burstiness of user traffic is modelled by general Markovian sources, that is a given bitrate

(that can be zero as well) is assigned to each state of a Markovchain and during a session the

traffic is generated accordingly: each state transition of the underlying Markov chain means a

jump in the user bitrate. However, as same rates may be assigned to different states of the Markov

chain, state transition does not necessarily cause transmission rate change, an example of such a

case is shown in Figure 1. The method of incorporating instantaneous transmission rate into the

model is shown in the dissertation. Namely, if the traffic describing Markov chain of a typek
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session has the initial probability vector ofq(k) and infinitesimal generator matrixQ, it is shown

in the dissertation, that the service time distribution fora typek session that was initiated within

a cell is also phase type, with descriptors:

s(N,k) = t(N,k) ⊗ q(k) S(N,k) = T (N,k)
⊕Q(k). (5)

With this respect, the resulting queueing model is a multiclassM/PH/C0 system with phase-

dependent capacity requirements.

Two simple admission control policies are involved in the model. Namely these are: imme-

diate blocking, meaning that if a session arrives with too high instantaneous bitrate, it is blocked.

The other one is reduced rate policy, meaning that if a session arrives and the base station can-

not accommodate this with its current bitrate, the rate is reduced to a level that can be served.

Blocking occurs only if the least possible bitrate of the session is even too high to be served on

the radio interface.

Result 1.2

I have introduced a general Markovian source model that is able to capture the variability

of generated user bitrate. The novelty of the model is that itdescribes active traffic generation

phases, containing actual transmitted bursts; there can begaps between bursts and bursts may

be transmitted by different bitrates. The model describes inactive phases between active trans-

mission of a session. The model enables the assumption of arbitrary Phase Type distributed

durations of traffic generation phases and burst lengths. This source model is described by an

underlying Markov chain, characterised by its infinitesimal generator and initial probability vec-

tor

Q =

[

Aeff A0
eff · i

I0 · aeff I,

]

, q = [aeff , i] . (6)

wherei andI are descriptors of the inactive idle periods and

Aeff = A⊕A∗, aeff = a⊗ a∗, (7)
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wherea andA are the descriptors of the duration of active transmission periods and

A∗ =















B(1) P12 · B
0
(1) · b(2) ... P1R · B0

(1) · b(R)

P21 · B
0
(2) · b(1) B(2) ... P2R · B0

(2) · b(R)
...

PR1 · B
0
(R) · b(1) ... B(R)















(8)

a∗ =
[

p1 · b(1)...pR · b(R)

]

, (9)

whereb(r) andB(r) are the descriptors of the durations of rater bursts,r ∈ 1...R andPr1r2 is

the probability that a burst with rater1 is followed by a burst with rater2. ⋄

In order to model traffic sources in more detail, the general Markovian traffic source was de-

scribed in the dissertation. The model suggested covers a large set of source models in the

literature (e.g. [11][20][4]). The traffic itself is supposed to be generated during active periods,

with longer pauses between these. During the active period the traffic is not generated constantly,

rather burst arrive with gaps between them. This general description can be applied to numerous

communication sessions, e.g. web browsing can be describedby multiple downloads (which is

the burst in the previous description) with short gaps – thisis the active period, while the user

searches a given page – and a longer think time – pause – while he reads it.

To describe such a source as Markovian, we suppose that the active interval’s length is a con-

tinuous random variable with pdfa(t), the idle periods’ distribution is described by the density

functioni(t), the length of the bursts during the active period is described by the densityb(t), that

of the short silent periods between bursts is denoted byg(t). Let us assume that each distribution

is approximated by a properly fitted phase type distribution, or only samples of the above time

variables are available, and phase type distributions are chosen to fit the experimental data. The

parameters of the four phase type distributions are denotedby (a,A), (i, I), (b,B) and(g,G)

respectively.

It is shown in the dissertation, that the active communication period might be described by

a Markov chain, that contains the transmission rates and thelength of bursts and gaps between

them. The Markov chain is characterised by its transition rate matrixA∗ and initial probability

vectora∗ that are expressed as

A∗ =

[

B B0
· g

G0
· b G

]

, a∗ =
[

b, g
]

. (10)
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In order to achieve that this active period lasts for the appropriate time that is PH(a,A), the total

active period is described by a PH distribution with parameters

Aeff = A⊕A∗, aeff = a⊗ a∗, (11)

where⊗ and⊕ denote the Kronecker product and Kronecker sum respectively. Then the in-

finitesimal generator and the initial probability vector ofthe final source model is constructed

as:

Q =

[

Aeff A0
eff · i

I0 · aeff I

]

, q = [aeff , i] . (12)

This source model was shown as a general ON-OFF model, but is is straightforward to suppose

not only2, but arbitrary number of possible transmission rates in themodel, let us denote this

number now byR. More specifically, different possible rates could be given, with all the PH

distributions of the duration of a burst with the given transmission rate. Note that this description

still contain the case when there is a gap between bursts, as the rate assigned to a burst can be set

to zero. Compared to the previous case, the difference is that one more parameter is needed in

this case, namely the probability, that after finishing the burst with a given rate, the transmission

continues with another one. Let us suppose that these probabilities are collected in matrixP ,

Pij meaning the probability that after ratei ratej follows. Another vector,p should contain the

probabilities of starting the bursts with given bitrates. If the descriptors of the duration of ratei

burst are (b(i),B(i)), than the resultant joint PH distribution, that describesthe burst with different

transmission rates will have the generator matrix as

A∗ =















B(1) P12 · B
0
(1) · b(2) ... P1R · B0

(1) · b(R)

P21 · B
0
(2) · b(1) B(2) ... P2R · B0

(2) · b(R)
...

PR1 · B
0
(R) · b(1) ... B(R)















(13)

and the initial probability vector is

a∗ =
[

p1 · b(1)...pR · b(R)

]

. (14)

Result 1.3

I have identified the state space and transitions of the queueing system describing the general

model of broadband cellular networks. I described the statetransitions for immediate blocking
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and rate reduction admission policies.⋄

Given the incoming process of new and handover sessions is supposed to be Poissonian, the

service time is PH and customers change their amount of occupied capacity during service for-

mally the system is described by a multiclassM/PH/C0 queue with phase dependent capacity

requirements.

The state of the resulting Markov process is the vector

n = [n(N,1), . . . , n(N,K), n(H,1), . . . , n(H,K)], (15)

where theith element of vectorn(N,k), n(N,k)
i denotes the number of typek sessions that arrived

to the cell as new connection and receiving theith phase of the typek new connection service

time,n(H,k) contains the same quantities regarding handover connections.

The valid states of the system are thosen-s, where

n(N,k)
· r(N,k)

≤ Ck,N, n(H,k)
· r(H,k)

≤ Ck,H, k = 1, . . . , K

K
∑

k=1

n(N,k)
· r(N,k) +

K
∑

k=1

n(H,k)
· r(H,k)

≤ C0

(16)

holds.

The incoming rate of handover and new connections is denotedbyλH andλN, the probability

that a particular arriving customer is of typek is denoted byαk. If for type k admission control

policy 1 is applied the state transition rates are the following:

• state transition due to a new connection arrival: this eventresults in a state transition from

staten(N,k) into staten(N,k)+ ei at rateλN ·αk · s
(N,k)
i , whereei is a vector of the same size

as the phase number of the service time of typek connections, filled with0’s and one1 at

its ith position;

• state transition due to handover arrival: this results in a state transition from staten(H,k)

into staten(H,k) + ei at rateλH · αk · s
(H,k)
i ;

• state transition due to session termination (either due to leaving the cell or terminating the

session): this event results in a transition from staten(N,k) into staten(N,k) − ei at rate

n
(N,k)
i · S

(N,k,0)
i , where the vectorS(N,k,0) contain the finishing rates from all the phases of

the typek new connection service time;
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• state transition due to the phase change of the service time distribution: this results in a

transition from staten(N,k) into staten(N,k) − ei + ej at raten(N,k)
i · S

(N,k)
ij .

If admission control policy2 (rate reduction) is applied, then supposing that phasei of the

service time distribution corresponds to the highest admissible transmission rate, the state tran-

sition rates due to arrival has the form:

• a new or handover connection results in a state transition from staten(N,k) or n(H,k) into

staten(N,k) + ei or n(H,k) + ei at rate

λN · αk ·

N
(k)
Q −

⌊

j

N
(k)
Q

⌋

−1

∑

l=0

s
(N,k)

i+l·N
(R,k)
D ·N

(k)
L

and λH · αk ·

N
(k)
Q −

⌊

j

N
(k)
Q

⌋

−1

∑

l=0

s
(H,k)

i+l·N
(k)
D ·N

(R,k)
L

.

Result 1.4

I have shown that the local balance equations of the form

λNαksip(n
∗) +

P
∑

j=1,j 6=i

(n∗
j + 1)Sji · p(n

∗ + ej) =

(n∗
i + 1) · p(n∗ + ei)

(

S0
i +

P
∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sij

)

.

(17)

hold within the non-blocking part of the state space. Based on this, I have elaborated the modified

version of the Kaufman-Roberts recursive algorithm for thecalculation of the channel occupancy

probabilityp(m), which I gave as̃p(m) = 0 for m < 0, p̃(0) = 1, and form > 0

p̃(m) =
∑K

k=1

∑

i p̃(m− r
(k)
i )

r
(k)
i

m
F

(k),N
i (m− r

(k)
i ) + p̃(m− r

(k)
i )

r
(k)
i

m
F

(k),H
i (m− r

(k)
i )

and

p(m) = p̃(m)
1

∑C0

m=0 p̃(m)
. (18)

I used this algorithm to obtain approximate results of session level performance parameters of

the modelled system. I compared the analytical results withsimulations and found that the accu-

racy of the approximation is suitable.⋄
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It is shown in the dissertation, that the following local balance equations hold in the non-blocking

part of the system:

λNαksip(n
∗) +

P
∑

j=1,j 6=i

(n∗
j + 1)Sji · p(n

∗ + ej) =

(n∗
i + 1) · p(n∗ + ei)

(

S0
i +

P
∑

j=1,j 6=i

Sij

)

.

(19)

From this, the relation of the steady state probabilities ofneighboring states is shown and it is

contained in the following vector:

F = −λNαksS
−1. (20)

This indicates that the equilibrium probability of staten∗ may be calculated recursively from

state0 resulting in a product form state probability of

p(n∗) = p(0) ·

P
∏

i=1

F
n∗

i

i ·
1

n∗
i !
. (21)

It is recognised in the dissertation, that if the system is inthe blocking part of the state space, it

might be seen as the change of service time distribution, namely the change of the service time of

a typek new call, when admission control policy 1 (immediate blocking) is applied andx units

of capacity is occupied is

S
(k)
ij (x) = 0 , s

(k),N
j (x) = 0 , ∀j : r

(k)
j > Ck,N − x. (22)

If the second admission control policy (rate reduction) is applied, the rate matrix changes the

same way as for policy 1. Ifr(k)i denotes the highest transmission rate such thatr
(k)
i ≤ Ck,N − x

the initial probability vector changes as:

s
(k),N
i (x) =

∑

j: r
(k)
j >Ck,N−x

s
(k),N
j + s

(k),N
i , (23)

wheres(k),Nj means thejth element of the original initial probability vector. Thus, the multiplying

vector of (20) gets the load-dependent form of (now expressed for typek new connections):

F (k),N(x) = −λN · αk · s
(k),N(x)(S(k)(x))−1. (24)
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Figure 2: Accuracy of the proposed approximation (left) andblocking probability of streaming

video connections (right)

With this, using the idea of Kaufman [12] and Roberts [19], the probability of havingm units of

capacity occupied in the system is calculated using the following recursion:p̃(m) is computed

asp̃(m) = 0 for m < 0, p̃(0) = 1, and form > 0

p̃(m) =
∑K

k=1

∑

i p̃(m− r
(k)
i )

r
(k)
i

m
F

(k),N
i (m− r

(k)
i ) + p̃(m− r

(k)
i )

r
(k)
i

m
F

(k),H
i (m− r

(k)
i )

and

p(m) = p̃(m)
1

∑C0

m=0 p̃(m)
. (25)

Figure 2 shows some numerical results computed using the proposed approximate method and

by simulations. The left side shows the accuracy of the method, the measure of accuracy is

the average difference of all occupancy probabilities between simulated and calculated results,

divided by the simulation results. Apparently the average deviation of the approximate results

stays under5%, it is only the very high load regime, where accuracy gets worse. The right hand

side shows results in a scenario that is presented in the dissertation in details: an UMTS radio

interface is analysed with the presence of different traffictypes. What is shown in the Figure

is the blocking probability of streaming video service, as the function of total arrival rate at the

radio interface.
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4.2 Result group 2: Residual lifetime of handover connections in cellular

systems [C6][C7]

These theses reveal the distribution of the remaining connection time of those customers that

attach to an examined cell after handover in the mobile system.

Result 2.1

I have developed a general method that is applicable to determine the distribution of the

residual session duration of a customer that arrives to a given radio cell with handover. I have

shown that for customers having dwell time distribution with densityg(t) and residual dwell

time densitygR(t) and session duration distributionF (t), the residual session duration after

handover is given as

FR(t) =

I
∑

i=1

p(i) · F
(i)
R (t), (26)

where

F
(i)
R (t) =

∫∞

0
(F (t+ x)− F (x))g(i)(x)dx
∫∞

0
(1− F (x))g(i)(x)dx

, (27)

and

g(i)(x) = gR(x) ∗ g(x) ∗ ... ∗ g(x). (28)

and

p(i) =
N

(i)
HO

NHO

=

∑

k:H(k,1)≤iBk · Pr(τS > τ (i)) ·
∑

all r(i)(k) Pr(r(i)(k))
∑I

j=1

∑

k:H(k,1)≤j Bk · Pr(τS > τ (j)) ·
∑

all r(j)(k) Pr(r(j)(k))
=

p̂(i)
∑I

j=1 p̂
(j)

.

(29)

I have validated the method using computer simulations.⋄

The problem in focus of this thesis is rarely touched in the literature (e.g. [14][15]). The

method is applicable in a general cellular system. We suppose that the probability that a cus-

tomer initiates more thanI handovers during a connections is negligible. The mobiles’move-

ment among cells is described by a routing matrixΠ, meaning that a mobile enters celll after

leaving cellk with probabilityΠkl. Obviously those entries of this matrix that correspond to not

neighboring cells is0. One more quantity is given, namely the connection initiation probability

vector (B) that describes the area. This vector has the entriesBi, meaning the probability that
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if a new session is initiated in the area that happens in celli. Customers of a particular mobility

and connection class are characterized by their session length, dwell time and residual dwell time

distributions. Its distribution function and probabilitydensity function is denoted byF (x) and

f(x) respectively, the same descriptors of the dwell times and residual dwell times areG(x),

g(x), GR(x) andgR(x). Let the sum of the residual dwell time andi − 1 dwell times denoted

by τ (i) and its density function byg(i)(x). Then the distribution function of the residual session

length supposing that the connection arrives via itsith handover is

F
(i)
R (t) =

∫∞

0
(F (t+ x)− F (x))g(i)(x)dx
∫∞

0
(1− F (x))g(i)(x)dx

. (30)

With this, the residual session length has the distributionfunction

FR(t) =

I
∑

i=1

p(i) · F
(i)
R (t), (31)

wherep(i) is the probability that the handover after which the connection arrived, was theith

during the connection lifetime. Assuming general dwell time distributions one may have two

options to calculateg(i)(x) of equation (30). One is to perform multiple convolutions ofthe pdfs

of the residual dwell time andi− 1 dwell times, i.e.

g(i)(x) = gR(x) ∗ g(x) ∗ ... ∗ g(x). (32)

The other option is to determine the Laplace transforms of the pdfs of residual dwell times

and dwell times (denoted byGR(s) andG(s) respectively), multiply them and inverse Laplace

transform the result:

g(i)(x) = L−1
{

GR(s) ·G(s)i−1
}

. (33)

It is shown in the dissertation that the probabilityp(i) in (31) is calculated as

p(i) =
N

(i)
HO

NHO
=

∑

k:H(k,1)≤iBk · Pr(τS > τ (i)) ·
∑

all r(i)(k) Pr(r(i)(k))
∑I

j=1

∑

k:H(k,1)≤j Bk · Pr(τS > τ (j)) ·
∑

all r(j)(k) Pr(r(j)(k))
=

p̂(i)
∑I

j=1 p̂
(j)

,

(34)

whereN (i)
HO denote the number of connections that arrive to the reference cell after theith han-

dover andNHO is the total number of handover connections,H(k, l) is the minimum number of

handovers that is necessary to reach celll from cell k, r(i)(k) denotes a route of lengthi from

cell k to the examined cell andPr(r(i)(k)) is the probability of following this route.
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Result 2.2

I have developed the method of determining the residual connection lifetime distribution

when user describing time parameters have, or approximatedby phase-type distributions. I have

shown that in case of phase-type session duration, the residual distribution has the same phase

structure, only the initial probability vector changes according to

l
(i)
R =

∫∞

0
l · eLx · g(i)(x)dx

∫∞

0
l · eLx · h · g(i)(x)dx

. (35)

Using computer simulations I have shown that the phase-typeapproximation introduces tolera-

ble inaccuracy into the method.⋄

Let us denote the parameters of the PH distributed session length by l, L andL0. Using the

distribution function of PH with these parameters, from (30) we get:

F
(i)
R (t) =

∫∞

0
l · eLx · h · g(i)(x)dx−

∫∞

0
leL(t+x) · h · g(i)(x)dx

∫∞

0
l · eLx · h · g(i)(x)dx

=

1−

∫∞

0
l · eLx · g(i)(x)dx · eLt · h
∫∞

0
l · eLx · h · g(i)(x)dx

.

(36)

By comparing this with the distribution function of the PH (3) we may observe that the resultant

distribution is also PH, with the same phase structure as theoriginal session length has, only

its initial probability vector changes. If we denote the initial probability vector of the residual

session length distribution of a connection given that it arrived after itsith handover byl(i)R we

get

l
(i)
R =

∫∞

0
l · eLx · g(i)(x)dx

∫∞

0
l · eLx · h · g(i)(x)dx

. (37)

Figure 3 shows numerical example of calculating the residual session length using multiple

convolutions, PH fitting of all random times, PH fitting of dwell times only. The figure shows

empirical distribution obtained by simulations, proving the viability of the numerical method.

Result 2.3

I have investigated two specific scenarios, the motorway andthe homogeneous cell structure

scenarios and I have shown that the residual session length has the same distribution in these

cases.⋄
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Figure 3: Cdf (left) and pdf (right) of residual session length calculated with different approaches

It is shown in the dissertation that in both scenariosp̂(i) from (34) has the form:

p̂(i) = B · P0 · Pr(τS > τ (i)) +B · (1− P0) · Pr(τS > τ (i)) = B · Pr(τS > τ (i)) (38)

for everyi ≤ I, wherep̂(i) denotes the relative probability that a handover connection arrives to

the examined cell as theith handover during the connection. Substituting this into (34) we get:

p(i) =
Pr(τS > τ (i))

∑I

j=1 Pr(τS > τ (j))
. (39)

4.3 Result group 3: Capacity and performance of 3G systems [C12][T1][T2][T3]

Result 3.1

I introduced a new calculation method of the average useful capacity of a UMTS radio cell

as

RUMTS = N ·

K
∑

k=1

nk · Rbk, (40)

whereN is the average number of scheduled radio interface connections,nk is the ratio of typek

connections,Rbk is the useful datarate of a typek radio bearer. I have developed the calculation

method of this capacity, using

N =
P 0
avg − P 0

Pil
∑K

k=1 nk · P
0

k

, (41)

whereP 0
avg is the average power used for data transmission,P 0

Pil is the power of pilot and control

channels andP
0

k is the expectation of the power used to serve a typek bearer. The latter should
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be calculated as

P
0

k = εk ·
Rbk
Rc

·

(

(1− ρk) · P
0
avg +

∑

b6=0

P b
avg · f

b
k + ηk

)

, (42)

whereεk is the required SINR (Signal to Interference Noise Ratio) level of bearerk, Rc is the

chiprate of the system,ρk is the average orthogonality factor,P 0
avg andP b

avg are the average

power levels of the serving andbth neighbouring base stations,f b
k andηk are the average of the

path loss ratios and relative noise power.

I have shown by means of comparison to the results of snapshotsimulations, that the calcu-

lation method is applicable with reasonable accuracy.⋄

Some explanation of the formulae shown in Result3.1 follows in next paragraphs. Earlier

works on UMTS radio interface have the disadvantage of not considering multiple radio types

[9][21] and rather focusing on uplink performance, [8][22]and approach system performance in

terms of outage probability [6][24]. My approach was to capture the useful throughput of a radio

cell in UMTS system. The available average capacity of a UMTScell is determined starting with

the basic signal to interference relations of the system (e.g.[21]), that is for useri

P 0
i (ri, φi) = εi ·

Rbi
Rc

·

(

(1− ρ(ri)) ·

(

P 0
Pil +

∑

j

P 0
j (rj, φj)

)

+
∑

b6=0

P b
inst ·

Lb(ri, φi)

L0(ri)
+ ηi

)

,

(43)

whereP 0
i (ri, φi) is the transmitted power of the base station, dedicated to the user at position

(ri, φi), εi is the required SINR (Signal to Interference Noise Ratio) level, Rbi is the useful

bitrate of the user’s connection.Rc denotes the chiprate of the system,ρ(ri) is the distance-

dependent orthogonality factor,P 0
Pil is the power of the common control channels,P b

inst is the

instantaneous power of the neighboring base stationb, Lb(ri, φi) is the path loss between the

user and base stationb, L0(ri) is the path loss between the serving base station and the userand

ηi is the relative noise power.

Equation (42) of the statement is derived by taking the expectation of (43) and writing the

equation for any typek connection. The notionf b
k andηk refer to the average of the path loss

ratios and relative noise power coming from (43). The Dissertation contain analytic expressions

of these quantities for some special scenarios. It is worth noting that through these average values

the spatial distribution of users in the cell largely influences the cell capacity.
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Figure 4: Average cell throughput with even user distribution (left) and hotspot scenario (right)

Figure 4 gives insight into the effect of user distribution on average cell capacity. The left

hand graph shows the average capacity as function of cell size when users are evenly distributed

over the cell, the right hands side reveals the same quantityin case of hotspot scenario, meaning

that customers are placed around the Node B following a two dimensional normal distribution.

Apparently the latter results in seriously more cell throughput, also the results of simulations

show the applicability of the method.

Result 3.2

I have introduced a method that is capable of determining theaverage used power level of a

UMTS Node B, if the average amount of carried traffic is given.The method is composed of the

following steps:

N =
RUMTS

∑K

k=1 nk · Rbk
, (44)

whereRUMTS is the given amount of average carried traffic. Then the linear system

P
0

k = εk ·
Rbk
Rc

·

(

(1− ρk) · (N ·

K
∑

l=1

nlP
0

l + P 0
Pil) +

∑

b6=0

P b
avg · f

b
k + ηk

)

. (45)

is solved for allP k. The total average used power is then

P 0
avg = N ·

K
∑

k=1

nk · P
0

k + P 0
Pil. (46)
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I proposed an iterative method to obtain the average used power level, if the neighbouring (inter-

fering) base stations are modelled as carrying the same amount of traffic. The method consists

of the following steps

• Step 0. Suppose arbitrary level of interfering Node B powers(less than the maximal output

power).

• Step 1. With the given interfering power level solve (45). Determine the used power of the

Node B in question with (46).

• Step 2. Substitute the resultant power level as interferingpower. Repeat step 1 and step 2

until convergence.

⋄

This statement is about determining the used power level of UMTS radio interface, with the

knowledge of carried traffic amount. This power level is veryimportant and required for the

following scientific statement, where the performance of HSDPA is to be evaluated, given the

average amount of Release’99 traffic (in this case HSDPA may only use the remaining power).

Hence this average used power level is a very important quantity in 3G cell capacity planning

and evaluation practices.

The first part of this statement3.2 is dealing with the case when the interfering base stations

are assumed to radiate at an a priori known power level. Basically the average used power level

if the traffic amount ofRUMTS is given is determined using a reverse computation compared

to Result3.1. The average number of scheduled connections,N is expressed from (40). The

linear system of (45) is a slightly modified version of (42), that now explicitly contains the

powers required for all typel radio bearers. The final determination of the average used power is

according to (46).

The second part of this statement deals with the case when thepower level of interfering

base stations is not known in advance. However, an importantand realistic scenario is when the

neighbouring base stations carry about the same amount of traffic as the examined one; hence it

is supposed (all neighbouring base stations carryRUMTS traffic). Naturally this means that the

used power of the neighbours are equal and equal to that of theexamined base stations. However,

determining the power level from the traffic would require the knowledge of the interfering power
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level in (45), but it is not known (moreover, this is the quantity to be calculated). Putting this

into simple terms, determining the power level would require the knowledge of the power level,

hence the motivation of the proposed iterative approach.

Convergence of the iteration is achieved when the powers calculated in two successive itera-

tions do not differ. It is straightforward to extend this iterative approach, when the neighbouring

base stations carry unequal traffic. In this case the calculation of used power should be performed

in all cells, one by one, with using interfering powers calculated earlier for neighbouring cells.

The iteration goes ”round” all the cells until convergence is achieved.

Result 3.3

I developed a method to analyse HSDPA useful throughput and average cell throughput of

HSDPA services. The method is the following. SINR is determined according to

SIRHS(r, φ) = 16 ·
P 0
HS · L

0
i (r, φ)

(1− ρ(r)) · P 0
inst · L

0
i (r, φ) +

∑

b6=0 P
b
inst · L

b
i(r, φ) + Pnoise

, (47)

whereP 0
HS is the power allocated for HSDPA transmission (considered as remaining power left

unused by Release’99 services),Pnoise is the power of the thermal noise, other quantities are as in

previous equations. It is assumed that SINR is mapped to achievable useful datarate denoted by

Ri(r, φ). The average throughput achievable by a categoryi HSDPA terminal is then calculated

as:

Ri =

∫ R

r=0

∫ 2π

φ=0

Ri(r, φ)gHS(r, φ)dφdr, (48)

wheregHS(r, φ) is the probability density function of the HSDPA user spatial distribution over

the plain. The average HSDPA capacity is

RHSDPA =
12
∑

i=1

Ri · αi, (49)

whereαi is the ratio of categoryi HSDPA devices among all devices.⋄

The motivation of developing this scientific statement is that most of the literature dealing

with HSDPA performance rely on simulations, based on systemequations [3][18]. Some inter-

esting analytical or combined analytical and simulation approaches are also available, but these
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are lacking the incorporation of some key system parameters(e.g. [13][2]). My goal was to de-

velop an analytical method that incorporates most key parameters and is able to estimate average

available throughput of HSDPA.

To evaluate the average capacity of a 3G carrier when HSDPA isdeployed, the basic SIR

equation is the starting point, written for the HSDPA channel according to (47). In the Disserta-

tion it is shown, how to map the received SIR to applicable transport format, hence instantaneous

useful transmission rate, that is the

SIRi(r, φ) ⇒ CQIi(r, φ) ⇒ Ri(r, φ) (50)

relation is given.

We suppose that user distribution is given in some form over the disc representing the cell

area (gHS(r, φ)). The average throughput achievable by a categoryi HSDPA terminal is then

calculated as (48). The original HSDPA standards define12 device categories, that differ in

terms of technical capabilities hence achievable throughput by these devices. We assume that

there is information on the ratio of different terminal categories among all the HSDPA devices,

that isαi, i ∈ [1..12] for categoryi. This is the reason of defining the total average HSDPA

capacity by averaging over device categories according to (49)

The co-existence of traditional UMTS service and HSDPA on the same carrier frequency is

a problem that was abandoned by the literature. This scenario is characterized by the following

procedure. The goal is to have the expression of the average HSDPA throughput, depending on

the carried Release’99 UMTS traffic. Let us consider that theaverage amount of UMTS traffic

RUMTS is known, from this the average number of scheduled connectionsN according to (40).

The used power level of typek UMTS bearers is determined by solving the system

P
0

k = εk ·
Rbk
Rc

·

(

(1− ρk) · (P
0
0 ) +

∑

b6=0

P b
avg · f

b
k + ηk

)

, (51)

whereP 0
0 is the maximum output power of the base station (this is applied because when HSDPA

transmission is present, this utilizes all the remaining power of the base station). The HSDPA

power is then given from the expression of the total power

P
0

HS = P 0
0 −N ·

K
∑

k=1

nk · P
0

k − P 0
Pil. (52)

With this, the HSDPA capacity is calculated using (47), (48)and (49). Figure 5 shows average
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Figure 5: Average cell throughputs in even (left) and hotspot (right) scenarios as function of cell

size

HSDPA throughputs as function of cell size, in case of evenlydistributed and normally dis-

tributed customers around the Node B, assuming different sets of achievable HSDPA resources,

as described in the dissertation. Apparently, in these scenarios not the user distribution, nor

the cell size effects achievable average throughput very radically, hence HSDPA allows more

efficient and scenario-independent capacity planning of 3Gnetworks.
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